In memory of Professor Jerrold E. Marsden, who carried passion for mechanics, symmetry, and weather through his life
1. Introduction 1.1. General context. The presented work is focused on two aspects in the general stability theory -the relationship between stability pictures on time-invariant and timedependent spatial domains with symmetries and frustration phenomena. This study was triggered by both experimental observations of frustration phenomena in the drop splash problem [38] , cf. figure 1(b), and the relevant theoretical finding of the situation when several wavenumbers can be excited with the same growth rate [36, 37] . The time-dependence and symmetry of the crown geometry in the drop splash problem justifies the focus of this work. As motivated by the physical considerations relevant to the drop splash phenomena [36, 37] , we will analyze problems, which linearized dynamics is governed by the oscillator-type model, f tt + a(t; k, µ) f = 0, (1.1) in the wavenumber k-space; here t is time and µ is a set of parameters. The model (1.1) is common in the linear description of a number of classical interfacial instabilities [16] .
(a) Regular crown.
(b) Frustrated crown. FIGURE 1. Patterns observed in the drop splash problem [38] .
Besides the drop splash problem, there is a large number of other phenomena on spatial time-dependent domains, e.g. transport-reaction processes -crystal growth, metal casting, gas-solid reaction systems -as well as classical electromagnetic cavity resonators with moving walls [6, 14, 48, 39, 52] , quantum mechanical problems [15] , fluid motion [58, 27, 40, 44, 61, 59] , fluid-structure interaction [24] , and formation of patterns and shapes in biology [29, 42, 35] . The most common approach [2] to analyze problems on time-dependent spatial domains is to map them onto a new fixed in space domain. The simplest case corresponds to the situation when the boundaries are deformed slowly compared to the period of the most unstable mode. In this case a solution can be constructed by multiple scale asymptotic methods [48] . Another common approach for studying stability and long-time behavior of these problems is by energy methods, as done in the context of fluid mechanics for the Navier-Stokes equations [61] , Cosserat fluids [59] , wave equations [14, 48] , and the nonlinear beam equation [25] . In the cases when there is a well-defined map from the time-dependent spatial domain onto the one fixed in space, the linearized stability problem is then about stability of a time-dependent base state, which usually reduces to the analysis of problems with non-autonomous linear operators, even if the original operator is autonomous. The most well-studied case corresponds to time-periodic bases states [12] as it allows straightforward application of Floquet theory [26] . In general, however, the arsenal of methods which allow one to get analytical results for problems with non-autonomous operators is very limited. Namely, one has to recourse either to energy methods [31] or to computation of Lyapunov exponents [22, 23] of the propagator Φ [t,t0] , which evolves the solution u(x, t) = Φ [t,t0] u(x, t 0 ) from the initial condition u(x, t 0 ).
As for the frustration phenomena, their discussion in the context of other problems is implicit in standard stability analyses. For example, even in the following standard solution representation for the scalar field [46] ψ(x, t) = Re ψ 1 e ik1x + ψ 2 e ik2x + . . . , (1.2) where ψ 1 and ψ 2 are the amplitudes of the primary modes corresponding to single wavenumber k 1 -and k 2 -patterns, one can think of a spatial phase-shift between these modes, which is due to random initial conditions, to be hidden in the expression of the mode amplitudes ψ 1 , ψ 2 . Growth rates corresponding to the wavenumbers k 1 and k 2 are different, in general. The present work is based on the recently found [37] peculiar dispersion relation in the context of interfacial instabilities, which allows the existence of the same growth rates for different single-wavenumber patterns.
1.2. Motivation. As mentioned above, one of the motivations for this study stems from the phenomena of drop splashing on a liquid film. The complexity of this classical hydrodynamics problem, which is known since the classical works [66] , suggests that a simple model capable of accurate prediction of the crown evolution may not be feasible. Therefore, this problem generated many conjectures about the mechanisms of the crown formation (see the discussions in [38] and §3.1), which have not yet helped one to clarify its basic dynamical features. Here, based on recent experimental observations [38] and stability theory of accelerated curved interfaces [36, 37] , we propose a model which helps one to extract some of the fundamental components of the drop splash phenomena during linear stages of the crown formation. This approach proves to be useful for explaining not only the physical mechanisms behind the crown formation, but also for qualitative understanding of the complex dynamics in this problem. Effectively, we will replace the crown dynamics in the physical space, which requires a partial differential equation model to be accounted for, with a simpler model in the wavenumber space.
As known from experimental observations [38] , in certain ranges of physical parameters the crown structure changes from regular (single wavenumber) to irregular with intermittent frustration phenomena as the height H of the drop release increases 1 for fixed fluid properties -density ρ and surface tension σ -and a ratio of the drop diameter to the pre-existing film thickness d/h. Except for the frustration regime, the number of spikes increases with H. In the regular regime the number and amplitude of spikes are stable for a fixed H.
It was also found [38] that in certain regimes the number of spikes and thus the regularity of the crown structure -regular, frustrated, and irregular -are generally dictated by its evolution at early times during which it is called ejecta. The latter fact means that the wavelength of the instability along the crown rim k(t) normalized by the rim radius R(t) -or, equivalently, the number of spikes -is set by the linear instability mechanisms. Notably, this behavior is in contrast to other systems on time-dependent domains such as the appearance of new stripes in the skin pattern of the Pomacanthus fish as it ages [35] . The conditions for this peculiar dynamics will be given in §3 when developing stability theory of the drop splash phenomena on time-evolving domains. In general, in the course of ejecta evolution, the rim shown in figure 2(a) experiences substantial time-dependent acceleration g(t); the geometry of the rim -its radius R(t) and radius of curvature a(t) -is time-dependent as well. An important question to tackle is what kind of restrictions does the fact that the number of spikes stays the same over the time of ejecta evolution impose on the stability picture? 1 Alternatively, the control parameter is the Weber number of the drop W e drop = ρ v 2 0 d/σ; here ρ is the density and σ surface tension of the fluid, d the drop diameter, and v 0 = √ 2gH the impact velocity of the drop released from the height H in the gravity field g.
Moreover, this problem is notable because the base state -flat rim in figure 2(a) -has continuous Galilean symmetry, while the perturbation imposed on it has a discrete symmetry in figure 1(a) , namely 2π-periodicity and reflection symmetry which altogether yield the O(2)-symmetry.
1.3. Paper outline. The paper is organized as follows. First, in §2, we focus on the case of time-invariant spatial domains using a motivating physical example of a liquid rim developed in §2.1 and which stability is analyzed in §2.2. This leads to a concept of frustration phenomena in the linear stability theory on spatial domains with O(2) symmetry. In §3, we extend this discussion to time-dependent domains and compare the outcome with the results of §2. In conclusion, §4, we pose questions requiring further exploration.
2. Stability picture on time-invariant domains with O(2) symmetry 2.1. Physically motivated model problem: time-independent liquid rims. Here we will develop a model based on the physics of the drop splash problem, which will be used in the subsequent stability analysis on time-independent spatial domains. In this section we neglect by the time-dependence of the base state and domain in the drop splash problem, which is relevant to certain regimes of impact, e.g. on deep liquid films as shown in figure 2(b) . Namely, we will develop a linear stability model for liquid rims when perturbations imposed on flat rim, cf. figure 2(a), lead to instability, cf. figure 2(b). In the context of our model (1.1) to be justified below, the bifurcation parameter µ is the Bond number,
which is a measure of surface tension effects versus inertia; here g 0 is a characteristic value of the rim acceleration and L is an appropriate length scale, which is set to a characteristic value R 0 of the rim radius R(t). Based on the discussion in the introduction, one can expect that the crown structure is a function of all four parameters: Bo, a(t), R(t), and g(t), which are considered time-independent in this section. Due to non-zero acceleration g, the rim should be subject to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [37] .
Let us first briefly remind the classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability [49, 60, 16 ] of a flat semi-infinite interface between a vacuum and a heavy fluid, which is accelerating with g = const. This instability is described [16] in the irrotational inviscid approximation by the following non-dimensional equation for the evolution of the interfacial disturbance f (t; k) = f k (t)e ikx dk in the k-wavenumber space:
where the Bond number is defined in (2.1) and g is the non-dimensional acceleration, which can be taken as g = 1 since g = const. As one can observe from this equation, the disturbance will grow if the wavenumbers satisfy k 2 < g Bo, i.e. this is a long-wave instability since the short waves are stabilized by surface tension effects. The physical meaning of the factor |k| is the penetration of disturbances at the depth ∼ k −1 as dictated by the form of the velocity potential (i.e. the fluid velocity in the bulk is defined by v = ∇φ),
as the solution of the following elliptic problem in the lower half-plane: 
FIGURE 5. Growth rate λ behavior; curves correspond to k ∈ R and discrete points to k ∈ Z.
In the three-dimensional case of liquid rims, cf. figure 4 with R = ∞, the velocity potential as a solution of (2.4) is given by [36, 37] 
This solution should be contrasted with (2.3): the decay rate of the perturbation in the bulk is now defined by the depth a, i.e. the rim thickness, since e iπnz a has the main variation for n = 1 over the flow domain. Next, obviously |k| π/a and thus the decay rate is ∼ π/a. This in turn affects the instability growth rate and the selection of the most unstable wavenumber, since the factor |k| in (2.2) will be replaced with a −1 . With an appropriate rescaling of the coordinates, the amplitude equation for f kn (t)
where λ is the growth rate, κ the two-dimensional wavenumber, i.e. κ 2 = n 2 + k 2 . In the case when k ∈ R, the solution in the physical space is represented by
where wavenumber k sets up the solution structure along the rim and ϕ(n) is the phase corresponding to n.
Linear stability and frustration phenomena.
2.2.1. The concept of frustration in stability theory. As follows from (2.6), for k ∈ R, the growth rate λ can be depicted as in figure 5 (a). Its maximum is achieved for κ max = g Bo/3 and equals to λ max = 4 (4/27)g 3 Bo. Instability happens when Bo crosses its critical (for a given wavenumber k) value Bo c = κ 2 /g; based on the behavior of the eigenvalues λ -they move along the imaginary axis, collide, and then split along the real axis in the complex plane -this is a steady-state Hamiltonian bifurcation. Since Next, let us restrict the solution (2.6) to a circular rim, cf. figure 7. In the case when k ≡ m ∈ Z, which happens when the domain is circular thus confining the wavenumbers to be integers, the stability curves become discrete, cf. figure 5, and the solution in the physical space is represented by
where ϕ(n) is a random phase-shift. The case of existence of several critical wavenumbers found recently [37] , cf. figure 5(b), means that the resulting pattern can consist of several single-wavenumber patterns with random phase-shifts between them, which brings us to the frustration picture in stability theory. While the notion of frustration may have not been introduced in the literature explicitly, it is implicit in a number of studies, e.g. refer to formula (2) in [46] for the scalar field
where ψ 1 and ψ 3 are the amplitudes of the primary modes corresponding to single wavenumber k-and 3 k-patterns; one can think of a spatial phase-shift between these modes to be hidden in the expression of the mode amplitudes ψ 1 , ψ 3 . DEFINITION 1. Frustration picture in linear stability theory corresponds to the situation of a superposition of two or more single-wavenumber patterns with a random phaseshift between them.
Note that this definition allows the wavenumbers of single-wavenumber patterns to be the same, but as long as there are random phase-shifts between them, the resulting stability picture is frustrated.
The above stability analysis agrees qualitatively with the experimental observations of the number of spikes as a function of the release height H, cf. figure 6 in [38] : namely the number of spikes increases as a square root of the Bond number (up to a certain limit, when the number of spikes becomes so large that frustrated picture is indistinguishable from irregular one from a practical viewpoint). resonant Bond numbers (i.e. which satisfy κ 2 max = m 2 + n 2 = g Bo/3 with m and n being integers), which agrees with the prediction based on the model (2.6).
In the case of non-resonant Bo, cf. figure 9 , the patterns exhibit partially merged fingers and the degree of their overlap depends on how close the Bond number is to the resonant value. The key question is at which Bond number does the transition between spike numbers take place? It is certainly dictated by linear amplification mechanisms as well as random processes, which are responsible for particular initial conditions. As it is easy to conclude, the transition occurs when the growth rates λ 1 and λ 2 of the neighboring integer wavenumbers k 1 and k 2 , respectively, become equal. Strictly speaking, in this case there must be a frustration pattern with k 1 + k 2 with a random phase shift. This motivates the introduction of the concept of "finite-time frustration" since for λ 1 close to λ 2 it takes ∼ |λ 1 − λ 2 | −1 time to 'win' for one of the single-wavenumber patterns. 2.2.2. Discussion. Frustration phenomena may also originate from other reasons even at the linear level of modeling, which can be appreciated with the help of the following amplitude equation
where Bo stands for a bifurcation parameter. If the domain is finite, i.e. R is bounded, then the critical "curve" is discrete, Bo = πnR −1 − k 0 2 with n ∈ Z, which is obviously generally non-symmetric with respect to k 0 . As the domain size R changes, the discrete critical set travels along the continuous critical curve corresponding to R = ∞. Thus, it is possible that at some value of the bifurcation parameter Bo above critical Bo c there could be two or three excited critical wave-numbers. The case of two excited wave-numbers leads to frustration, while the case of three wave-numbers may lead to chaotic behavior, due to three-wave interaction [7] should nonlinearity be included in (2.10). The above argument is, of course, valid only if the instability wavelength is capable of adjusting itself to possible changes (in time) of the domain size. Therefore, another origin of frustration phenomena can be the dynamically changing size of the domain (i.e. expanding crown), R(t), when the critical wavelength, which clearly is a function of R, cannot 'catch up' with the domain size changes, provided the instability characteristic time is slower than that of the evolution of R(t).
At the nonlinear level, the presence of at least two competing spatial modes may lead to spatial chaos 2 , which may be responsible for irregular patterns observed in the late stages of the drop splash problem [38] . Classical problems, where spatial chaos was also found, are condensed matter systems where one of the periods is that of the crystal lattice, and the other period that of a modulated ordered structure [33] . There is nontrivial weakly nonlinear theory developed for such systems with spatial resonances and generalized to the case of two resonant wavenumbers, in particular 1 : general rational ratio m : n [10] ; however in all these cases the growth rates are usually different [46] . As pointed out earlier, in the present work the growth rates of different single-wavenumber patterns are the same due to the peculiar dispersion relation (2.6).
Let us consider the case when there are two wavenumbers excited in (2.6), e.g. k 0 and k 1 corresponding to n 0 = 0 and n 1 = 1 respectively. In order to arrive at the weakly nonlinear description [18] , one needs the growth rate to be positive but small 0 < λ 1 and the range of excited (i.e. "unstable") wavenumbers to be asymptotically narrow, so that one can use the mode-clustered form of the solution [18, 19, 45, 64, 55, 56, 32] , cf. figure  10 , for each single-wavenumber pattern. Note that a random phase shift between patterns of different wavenumbers does not affect weakly nonlinear model for a single-wavenumber pattern; indeed
that is due to the mode-clustered form of the solution, the phases are locked to the phase of the main wavenumber k because of nonlinear interactions.
In view of the symmetry of the circular rim, we consider a representation of the symmetry group O(2), which is defined by the operations of rotation and reflection,
Here f is the complex conjugate of f , m and n are primes, and k is the largest common divisor of the integer wavenumbers k 0 and k 1 , respectively: note that wavenumbers are bound to be integers in our case due to circular domain. Identification of vector fields which are equivariant under (2.12) lead to the following normal form for the system based on the model (2.2) with O(2) symmetry in the case when there are two single-wavenumber patterns excited with a random phase-shift between them
where f 1 , f 2 ∈ C, A, B ∈ C, λ ∈ R + . The solution in the physical space has the form 3 f (t, x, z) f 1 e ik0(x+ϕ0) e in0z + f 2 e ik1(x+ϕ1) e in1z , (2.14)
where ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 ∈ R are random phases. However, once nonlinear stage in evolution is achieved (the appropriate time scales are determined by the coefficients A and B in (2.13)), the solution pattern will no longer be a simple superposition of single-wavenumber patterns with a random phase shift between them, as nonlinear dynamics generally changes this linear picture [9, 34, 47] .
As easy to show, the use of polar (r, θ)-coordinates, f 1 = r 1 e iθ1 and f 2 = r 2 e iθ2 , decouples (2.13) into amplitude and phase equations, which is a consequence of the SO(2) and S(1) symmetries. Equations (2.13) have the following three types of solutions (r 1 , r 2 ) [11] : the trivial solution (0, 0), the traveling wave (r, 0) or (0, r), and the standing wave (r, r). All other solutions are transient. The presence of two or more competing spatial modes may lead to spatial chaos, which is consistent with the observation of irregular patterns [38] . At the linear level, the existence of frustrated patterns -a superposition of two or more single-wavenumber modes with a random phase-shift between them -may also lead to irregularity if the experimental scatter is of the order of the pattern wavelengths, so that the frustration pattern is not identifiable. It is also important to keep in mind that even in the case when frustration patterns are identifiable, they exhibit randomness since the phase-shifts between its components are random as set-up by initial conditions. In general, the complex behavior of the nonlinear model (2.13) is reasonably well understood [10, 46] and may be of qualitative guidance to the experimentally observed complex dynamics in the drop splash problem. The present study, however, is focused on the linear (short-time) dynamics as justified by the experimental observations that the spike structure set at early times (and thus linear stage) of evolution propagates to later times in the studied regimes [38] .
Stability picture on time-dependent domains with O(2) symmetry
The central theme of this section is establishing a connection between linear stability pictures on time-invariant and time-dependent domains: we focus here on the effects of unsteadiness and leave the additional frustration effects to future studies. As mentioned above, experimental observations [38] indicate that the number of spikes is generally constant over the course of the ejecta evolution (for the range of physical parameters studied in [38] ), which leads us to the following conjecture. CONJECTURE 1. In the framework of the models (2.6) and (3.1), the time-rate of evolution of acceleration and that of the geometry in (3.1) should be the same, i.e. g(t) ∼ R −2 (t), in order to get a finite wavenumber instability.
In what follows, we will provide a theoretical basis for this conjecture. Namely, we will develop a model for the time-dependent base state -the rim -on which the instability develops leading to the crown formation ( §3.1), and then analyze its stability ( §3.2).
3.1. Physically motivated model problem: time-dependent liquid rims. As depicted in figure 11 , after the drop impact a thin layer of liquid is ejected from the preexisting liquid film, cf. figure 11(a) , which then evolves into a crown, cf. figure 11(b) , as the drop penetrates into the film. In the course of evolution, the interface first experiences a vary rapid acceleration as the film fluid is initially at rest and shortly after impact attains considerable velocity [38] , and then deceleration as the retraction mechanisms due to surface tension slow down the ejecta (crown) growth. As argued in [38] , the RichtmyerMeshkov instability [50] takes place during the first stage since the interface experiences a nearly impulsive acceleration (cf. Appendix), and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability during the later stages 4 . Also, due to high curvature of the interface near the tip, Rayleigh-Plateau mechanisms make the evolution of the Richtmyer-Meshkov and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities very different from those for flat interfaces classically studied [36, 37] 5 , i.e. both growth rates and critical wavenumber selection are affected by the curvature effects as one can see from the dependence of the solution (2.5) on the curvature a(t), which is of the order of the ejecta thickness. In this section we provide a physically motivated analytical example of a time-dependent base state corresponding to the early stages of the crown formation in the drop splash on liquid films, which, to the author's knowledge has not been developed before. The previous analytical attempts to study the dynamics of the drop splash problem on liquid films were concerned with a depth of cavity by Engel [20, 21] but not with the ejecta evolution, which is reflected in the simplifying geometric assumptions built in these works [20, 21] . The analogous geometric considerations were used in the work of Macklin and Metaxas [41] , who neglected the crown rim thickness as well. Conservation laws were also utilized in the recent works by Trujillo and Lee [63] and Roisman and Tropea [53] , which were concerned with late stages of the crown formation. Here we deal with the early stages of the crown formation, i.e. ejecta origin and evolution, since the regimes of interest [38] are those when the crown structure is dictated at these early times. The base state constructed below applies to certain regimes of the drop splash phenomena, e.g. impact on thick enough films 4 We recall that the basic difference between the Richtmyer-Meshkov and the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities is the sudden acceleration of the interface in the Richtmyer-Meshkov case as opposed to a constant acceleration in the Rayleigh-Taylor case. The former allows for the development of interfacial instability regardless of the direction of acceleration. 5 The above understanding was developed just recently [38, 36, 37] . Earlier, Fullana and Zaleski [28] commented that the instability mechanism remained undetermined and put forward the idea that the crown formation in problems like drop splashing on thin films is due to the Rayleigh-Plateau capillary instability of the cylindrical rim that develops at the end of the planar sheet. Their analytical study, based on one-dimensional macroscopic balance, showed that "the growing cylindrical end rim does not typically break into droplets for moderate wavelength", i.e. the authors could not detect an instability with their model. However, the Rayleigh-Plateau mechanism may be dominant in certain situations of the drop splash phenomena such as splashing on very thin films [68] . In the review paper by Yarin [67] , only two competing theories are mentioned: (a) the capillary instability of the rim, considered as a toroidal thread, and (b) the bending instability of the toroidal rim. Also, Gueyffier and Zaleski [30] speculated that a possible instability mechanism in a drop splashing on thin liquid films might be of the Richtmyer-Meshkov type, but did not provide any evidence to support or refute the conjecture. To date the drop splash problem has been studied most extensively by experimental means. In particular, a nice parametric study of identification of various regimes of splashing, i.e. with or without a crown formation, was done in [51] . Details of the crown were measured in [8] in the case of an impact on thin film for the drop Weber numbers W e drop = ρ v 2 0 d/σ = O(10 3 ). Drop splashing on very thin films was also studied in [65] . A physical model for ejecta formation: half of the problem is shown. Here v(t) is the drop velocity, V (t) the velocity of the ejecta, ∆y the penetration of the drop into the film, r 0 the drop radius, h e the ejecta thickness, R(t) the rim radius, and θ(t) the angle of the ejecta.
[38], and is not intended to be an accurate description of the drop splash problem in all possible regimes of splashes (e.g. on very thin films and solid substrates). In order to develop stability analysis of the drop splash problem in the regime when its base state and the domain are time-dependent, which is especially the case for early times of the impact, let us consider the geometry of the problem as shown in figure 7 the ejecta of time-dependent radius R(t), time-dependent curvature of the rim of the ejecta a −1 (t) R −1 (t), and time-dependent acceleration g(t) = V (t). Then, based on the understanding developed in §2.1 the model (2.6) with n = 0 can be generalized so that the evolution of the amplitude f m of the discrete wavelength λ = 2πR/m, i.e. k = m/R, obeys
where Bo = ρg 0 R 2 0 /σ, and the time-dependent functions g(t), R(t), and a(t) are independent of each other and to be constructed below. This model will be utilized in our subsequent studies of stability on time-dependent domain. The construction below will justify the power laws for the time-dependent functions in (3.1) to be used later.
It should be emphasized that the model (3.1) is derived phenomenologically by generalizing (2.6) rather then linearizing the Navier-Stokes equations around the time-dependent base state systematically, which is impeded by the complex time-dependent geometry of the problem. Even in simpler problems such as excitation of surface waves in a closed cylindrical container, which is subject to vertical oscillations, the complexity of the problem forces one to make numerous approximations [43] .
3.1.1. Simplifying assumptions. Let a crossection (along the axis of symmetry) of the axisymmetric problem of the drop impact on a film of the same liquid be as shown in figure  12 ; suppose that the drop radius is r 0 . Since we are concerned with early stages of the drop impact, we will invoke a number of simplifying assumptions and facts:
• The drop is circular, and the velocity of the drop is uniform throughout the drop prior to impact, t < 0, with the value v 0 . Also, the impact is energetic (as opposed to drop spreading), which corresponds to substantial values of the drop release height, and thus the penetrating drop retains its shape during early stages of the impact. These are the regimes explored experimentally in [38] .
• The ejecta is formed from the underlying liquid layer but not the drop fluid, as was proved experimentally by coloring the film fluid to distinguish it from the drop fluid [62] , where it was also shown that the initial ejecta speed can be more than 10 times the impact velocity of the drop v 0 . Furthermore, the ejecta inclination is assumed to be always tangent to the drop circumference at the point A of intersection with the film, cf. figure 12 , and moving as a single whole with the same velocity V (t).
• The hydrostatic energy due to gravity in this system can be neglected because, for example, for a water drop of radius r 0 = 10 −3 m, v 0 = 1 m/s, its kinetic energy ∼ ρ(v 3.1.2. General relations. Given the above simplifying assumptions, the following considerations based on the geometry of the problem and basic conservation laws lead to a simple model for the ejecta evolution.
Geometric considerations. The distance traveled by the drop (and its tip) from the moment of impact is ∆y = t 0 v(t) dt, which approximately equals v(t) t, as the velocity of the drop changes insignificantly over small time interval t following the moment of impact at t = 0. From geometric considerations,
as the angle θ is small for early times. Using the formula for ∆y we find the drop velocity
Since as t → +0, v → v 0 , we get the time-dependence of the angle θ and the velocity:
respectively.
Mass conservation. Based on the experimental observation that ejecta is formed from the film phase [62] , the volume of the penetrated portion of the drop (shaded segment in figure 12 ) should be equal to that of the formed ejecta (also shaded in figure 12 ), (3.5) where the volume of the shaded segment is ∆ segm = π (∆y) 2 (3r 0 − ∆y)/3 πr 0 (∆y) 2 for small ∆y. The volume of the ejecta is also straightforward to compute from the geometry of the problem, cf. figure 12 , ∆ e πh e (R − r)(R + r) for small ∆y, where h e is the ejecta thickness, R the radius of the rim (i.e. the distance from the axis of symmetry to the tip of the ejecta), and r(t) = r 0 sin θ the radius of the base of the penetrated segment. Momentum balance. Due to the fact that the drop is liquid and thus deforms in the process of impact, the application of momentum balance is less straightforward. The decrease in the y-momentum of some unknown portion ∆ of the drop mass is equal to the increase in the y-component of the ejecta momentum ρ∆(v(t) − v 0 ) = ρ∆ e V (t) sin θ, (3.6) where V (t) is the velocity of the ejecta. The value of ∆ needs to be found as a part of the solution. Note that because of the symmetry of the problem the total radial momentum of the ejecta stays zero. In general, one needs to account for the added mass effect due to the presence of the pre-existing film similar to the water hammering phenomenon [57] , which may be taken care of by introducing a factor in front of v(t) on the left hand side of (3.6).
Here it is taken to be one, but in general it depends on the film thickness h film .
Energy balance. The initial energy of the system -the sum of the kinetic energy of the relevant portion ∆ of the drop mass, ρ∆v 2 σ, where l = h e / sin θ h e /θ:
should be equal to the energy of the system E(t) at later times, t > 0, i.e.
For small times,
which consists of the kinetic energy and the reduction in the potential surface energy of the drop, as well as the kinetic and potential energies of the ejecta. Note that 2π(R − r)(R + r) is the general total external (exposed) area of the ejecta for small ∆y. Given the above considerations, the unknowns are ∆(t), v(t), V (t), θ(t), R(t), and h e (t), while the number of relations (3.2) (3.5), (3.6), and (3.8) is four. One may also invoke angular momentum conservation, but it turns out that for small times this is not necessary as the geometric relation (3.2) gives information about both θ(t) and v(t) found to be given by (3.4).
3.1.3. Small time limit analysis. The mass conservation (3.5) gives
= πh e (R − r)(R + r), (3.9) which implies that since r ∼ θ, then R ∼ θ and therefore h e ∼ θ 2 , which is also in agreement with the expectation that the ejecta is thin compared to its radius R.
In the limit of small times t → +0, the ejecta velocity V (t) is determined from the momentum conservation (3.6)
where the portion of the drop mass ∆, which changes its momentum at the early stage of the impact, is to be determined from the energy balance (3.8)
where we indicated the order of magnitude of each term via θ → 0 as t → 0. With the goal to balance orders, let us suppose ∆ ∼ θ α , which gives two options: α = 4: V ∼ θ, which implies that the surface tension and kinetic energies are decoupled and the balance is achieved in each category of energies, i.e. the surface tension and the kinetic energies balance each other independently (the kinetic energy of ejecta comes from that of the drop). α = 2: V ∼ θ −1 , which implies that the kinetic energy of the ejecta comes from the potential energy of the surface, but the kinetic energy of the drop portion is negligible.
As known experimentally from the kinematics of the ejecta [38] , the velocity of the ejecta first rapidly increases from zero value and then decreases due to surface-tension retraction effect. Therefore, the case α = 4 corresponds to the very early times of the impact, while the case α = 2 is valid for later but still small times.
The above model shows that the power-law approximations for the ejecta acceleration and the geometry of the rim for early times are reasonable: this fact will be utilized in the subsequent model (3.11) based on (3.1). As discussed in §3.1.1, this model is derived from a number of simplifying assumptions. One can enhance the present model, e.g. by (a) relaxing the mass conservation condition (3.5), and (b) accounting for the part of the drop energy dissipated in the film.
3.2. Linear stability picture. Based on the above discussion we may assume that all time-dependent terms in the model (3.1) are of power-law form. Let us also suppose that g = gR −2 , g = const, which allows us to rewrite (3.1) (dropping indexes) as
which with the choice b = (2 − a)/2, a = 2 6 , and χ = 2 √ c/(2 − a) becomes the modified Bessel equation [1] 
Its solutions read
where C 1,2 are constants, and I ν (τ ) and K ν (τ ) are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. The asymptotic behaviors of I ν (τ ) and K ν (τ ) for τ → ∞ are given by [1] 
Therefore, if we let 0 < a < 2 so that b > 0 and thus χ > 0, we find that t → +∞ when τ → +∞ and
, (3.16) 6 The case a = 2 gives f = t 2 provided c = 2.
which implies that the largest growth rate corresponds to the largest c similar to the timeindependent case 7 ! If g(t) has a time-rate different from that for R −2 (t), then either the sign of the coefficient c in the model (3.11) is changed or c has no extrema. Since the latter case does not lead to a finite critical wavenumber selection, we are left to consider the former case: t a f + c f = 0, c > 0, (3.17) the solution of which is also sought in the form f = √ c t φ(τ ), τ = χ t b with b = (2−a)/2. As a result, equation (3.17) reduces to the standard Bessel equation
all solutions of which are decaying in time for both integer and non-integer ν, e.g. for ν / ∈ Z:
Thus, motivated by conjecture 1, we arrive at the following result in the framework of the models (2.6) and (3.1). THEOREM 1. If an instability pattern with a finite critical wavenumber is observed in the system (3.1) on time-dependent domain, then the critical wavenumber of this pattern can be determined from the model (2.6) on time-invariant domain with an appropriately redefined Bond number.
Long-time simulations of (3.1) confirm this theoretical prediction, i.e. the case g ∼ R −2 gives the long-time behavior which agrees with that in the time-independent case. The above theorem is also consistent with the experimental observation that the number of spikes is constant even though the base state and the domain are evolving.
Conclusions
The offered linear models (2.6) and (3.1), despite their simplicity, provide some insight into the fundamental physical processes in the drop splash problem for certain ranges of physical parameters [38] and also capture the key dynamical features -regular and frustrated regimes -in the crown formation. Further exploration is needed to uncover other possible dynamical effects, e.g. insertion or disappearance of spikes as the crown evolves in time, which can be due to Eckhaus instability [17] , as well as characterization of transitions between regular and irregular (possibly chaotic) stability patterns.
Nonlinear formulation of the drop splash phenomena will naturally require one to consider it as a dynamic bifurcation problem since the parameters R(t), a(t), etc. are time-dependent. Also, the time-dependent geometry -the rim radius R(t) and curvature a(t) in (3.11) -were considered here as (external) variables, which is appropriate at the linear level of description. However, in the full nonlinear problem formulation, both R(t) and a(t) are internal to the drop splash dynamics, as they are determined as a part of the 7 Note that the derived asymptotics for t → +∞ can also be found with the help of the WKBJ method [4] , i.e. first by transforming (3.11) via f = t φ(τ ) with τ = t −1 and then looking for the solution of the transformed equation τ 4−a φ − c φ = 0 in the form φ = e S(τ ) . The latter leads to the equation (S ) 2 + S = c τ a−4 .
With the assumption (S ) 2 S , which is justified a posteriori, to the leading order S(τ ) = ± √ c solution similar to the domain size in the Stefan problem [13] , for example. All these subtleties in the dynamic behavior of the crown formation can be unraveled only with the help of a systematic reduction of the Navier-Stokes equations to a simple low-dimensional dynamical model. The above considerations also bring up questions of general character such as (a) timedependent symmetries and proper language for them [5, 54] , and (b) weakly nonlinear theory for time-dependent spatial domains with symmetries.
